We study the role of the second language in bilingual word embeddings in monolingual semantic evaluation tasks. We find strongly and weakly positive correlations between down-stream task performance and second language similarity to the target language. Additionally, we show how bilingual word embeddings can be employed for the task of semantic language classification and that joint semantic spaces vary in meaningful ways across second languages. Our results support the hypothesis that semantic language similarity is influenced by both structural similarity as well as geography/contact.
Introduction
Word embeddings derived from context-predicting neural network architectures have become the state-of-the-art in distributional semantics modeling . Given the success of these models and the ensuing hype, several extensions over the standard paradigm (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) have been suggested, such as retro-fitting word vectors to semantic knowledge-bases (Faruqui et al., 2015) , multi-sense (Huang et al., 2012; Neelakantan et al., 2014) , and multi-lingual word vectors (Klementiev et al., 2012; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014; Chandar et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2015; Gouws and Søgaard, 2015; Huang et al., 2015; Šuster et al., 2016) .
The models underlying the latter paradigm, which we focus on in the current work, project word vectors of two (or multiple) languages into a joint semantic space, thereby allowing to evaluate semantic similarity of words from different languages; see Figure 1 for an illustration. Moreover, the resulting word vectors have been shown to produce on-par or better performance even in a monolingual setting, e.g., when using them for measuring semantic similarity in one of the two languages involved (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014) .
While multilingual word vectors have been evaluated with respect to intrinsic parameters such as embedding dimensionality, empirical work on another aspect appears to be lacking: the second language involved. For example, it might be the case that projecting two languages with very different lexical semantic associations in a joint embedding space inherently deteriorates monolingual embeddings as measured by performance on an intrinsic monolingual semantic evaluation task, relative to a setting in which the two languages have very similar lexical semantic associations. To illustrate, the classical Latin word vir is sometimes translated in English as both 'man' and 'warrior', suggesting a semantic connotation, in Latin, that is putatively lacking in English. Hence, projecting English and Latin in a joint semantic space may invoke semantic relations that are misleading for an English evaluation task. Alternatively, it may be argued that heterogeneity in semantics between the two languages involved is beneficial for monolingual evaluation tasks in the same way that uncorrelatedness in classifiers helps in combining them.
Here, we study two questions (main contributions). On the one hand, we are interested in the effect of language similarity on bilingual word embeddings in a (Q1) monolingual (intrinsic) semantic evaluation task. Thus, our first question is: how does the performance of bilingual word embeddings The (idealized) goal of crosslingual embeddings is to capture these relationships across two or more languages. Bottom right: After projection in a joint semantic space, semantic (as well as syntactic) properties of words in language p have adapted to those of language ℓ. Note, in particular, the movement of man in these idealized plots, i.e., the different positions of man in top left vs. bottom right.
in monolingual semantic evaluation tasks depend on the second language involved? 1 Secondly, we ask how bilingual word embeddings can be employed for the task of semantic (Q2) language classification. Our approach here is simple: we project languages onto a common pivot language p so as to make them comparable. We directly use bilingual word embeddings for this. More precisely, we first project languages ℓ in a common semantic space with the pivot p by means of bilingual word embedding methods. Subsequently, we ignore language ℓ words in the joint space. Semantic distance measurement between languages then amounts to comparison of graphs that have the same nodes -pivot language wordsand different edge weights -semantic similarity scores between pivot language words based on bilingual embeddings that vary as a function of the second language ℓ involved. This core idea is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 .
We show that joint semantic spaces induced by bilingual word embeddings vary in meaningful ways across second languages. Moreover, our results support the hypothesis that semantic language similarity is influenced by both genealogical language similarity and by aspects of language contact.
This work is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our approach of constructing graphs from bilingual word embeddings and its relation to the two questions outlined. Section 3 describes our data, which is based on the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) . Section 4 details our experiments, which we discuss in Section 5. We relate to previous work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
Model
In this section, we formally outline our approach.
Given N + 1 languages, choose one of them, p, as pivot language. Construct N weighted networks G
ℓ ) as follows: nodes V (p) are the words of language p, graphs are fully connected, i.e., E (p) = V (p) × V (p) , and edge weights are w
The similarity function sim is, e.g., cosine similarity, and u p,ℓ , v p,ℓ ∈ R d are bilingual word embeddings of words u and v, respectively, derived from any suitable method (see below). Here, ℓ ranges over the N second languages.
For (Q1) monolingual semantic evaluation in language p, choose p as pivot and consider G
ℓ for varying second languages ℓ. We can then evaluate semantic similarity between two language p words u and v by querying the edge weight w ℓ (u, v) . This is the classical situation of (intrinsic) monolingual evaluation of bilingual word embeddings.
For (Q2) language classification, we compare the graphs G
ℓ across all second languages ℓ, and a fixed pivot p. Here, we have many choices how to realize distance measures between graphs, such as which metric we use and at which level we compare graphs (Bunke and Shearer, 1998; Rothe and Schütze, 2014) . We choose the following: we first represent each node (pivot language word) in a graph as the vector of distances to all other nodes. That is, to
is then defined as the average distance (Euclidean norm) of the so represented nodes in the graphs:
u ||. Finally, we define the (syntacto-)semantic distance D(ℓ, ℓ ′ ) of two languages ℓ and ℓ ′ as the average graph distance over all N − 1 pivots (l and l ′ excluded):
By summing over pivots, we effectively 'integrate out' the influence of the pivot language, leading to a 'pivot independent' language distance calculation. In addition, this ensures that the distance matrix D encompasses all languages, including all possible pivots. 
Bilingual embedding models:
We consider two approaches to constructing bilingual word embeddings.
The first is the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) approach suggested in Faruqui and Dyer (2014) . This takes independently constructed word vectors from two different languages and projects them onto a common vector space such that (one-best) translation pairs, as determined by automatic word alignments, are maximally linearly correlated. CCA relies on word level alignments and we use cdec for this (Dyer et al., 2010) . The second approach we employ is called BilBOWA (BBA) . Rather than separately training word vectors for two languages and subsequently enforcing cross-lingual constraints, this model jointly optimizes monolingual and cross-lingual objectives similarly as in Klementiev et al. (2012) :
is minimized, where w and h are target words and their contexts, respectively, and θ e , θ f are embedding parameters for two languages. The terms L ℓ encode the monolingual constraints and the term Ω(θ e , θ f ) encodes the cross-lingual constraints, enforcing similar words across languages (obtained from sentence aligned data) to have similar embeddings.
Data
For our experiments, we use the Wikipedia extracts available from Al-Rfou et al. (2013) 2 as monolingual data and Europarl (Koehn, 2005) as bilingual database. We consider two settings, one in which we take all 21 (All21) languages available in Europarl and one in which we focus on the 10 (Big10) largest languages. These languages are bg, cs, da, de , el, en, es, et, fi, fr, hu, it, lt, lv, nl, pl, pt, ro, sk, sl, sv (Big10 languages highlighted). To induce a comparable setting, we extract in the All21 setup: 195,842 parallel sentences from Europarl and roughly 835K (randomly extracted) sentences from Wikipedia for each of the 21 languages. In the Big10 setup, we extract 1,098,897 parallel sentences from Europarl and 2,540K sentences from Wikipedia for each of the 10 languages involved. We note that the above numbers are determined by the minimum available for the respective two sets of languages in the Europarl and Wikipedia data, respectively. As preprocessing, we tokenize all sentences in all datasets and we lower-case all words.
Experiments
We first train d = 200 dimensional skip-gram word2vec vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013) 3 on the union of the Europarl and Wikipedia data for each language in the respective All21 and Big10 setting. For CCA, we then obtain bilingual embeddings for each possible combination (ℓ, ℓ ′ ) of languages in each of the two setups, by projecting these vectors in a joint space via word alignments obtained on the respective Europarl data pair. For BBA, we use the monolingual Wikipedias of ℓ and ℓ ′ for the monolinugal constraints, and the Europarl sentence alignments of ℓ and ℓ ′ for the bilingual constraints. We only consider words that occur at least 100 times in the respective data sets.
Monolingual semantic task (Q1)
We first evaluate the obtained BBA and CCA embedding vectors on monolingual p = English evaluation tasks, for varying second language ℓ. The tasks we consider are WS353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002) , MTurk287 (Radinsky et al., 2011), MTurk771, 4 SimLex999 (Hill et al., 2015) , and MEN (Bruni et al., 2014) , which are standard semantic similarity datasets for English, documented in an array of previous research. In addition, we include the SimLex999-de and SimLex999-it (Leviant and Reichart, 2015) for p = German and p = Italian, respectively. In each task, the goal is to determine the semantic similarity between two language p words, such as dog and cat (when p = English). For the tasks, we indicate average Spearman correlation coefficients δ = δ p,ℓ between
• the predicted semantic similarity -measured in cosine similarity -between respective language p word pair vectors obtained when projecting p and ℓ in a joint embedding space, and
• the human gold standard (i.e., human judges have assigned semantic similarity scores to word pairs such as dog,cat). Table 1 below exemplarily lists results for MTurk-287, for which p = English. We notice two trends. First, for BBA, results can roughly be partitioned into three classes. The languages pt, es, fr, it have best performances as second languages with δ values between 54% and close to 60%; the next group consists of da, nl, ro, de, el, bg, sv, sl, cs with values of around 50%; finally, fi, pl, hu, lv, lt, sk, et perform worst as second languages with δ values of around 47%. So, for BBA, the choice of second language has evidently a considerable effect in that there is ∼26% difference in performance between best second language, ℓ = it, and worst second languages, ℓ = pl/sk/et. Moreover, it is apparently better to choose (semantically) similar languages -with reference to the target language p = English -as second language in this case. Secondly, for CCA, variation in results is much less pronounced. For example, the best second languages, et/lv, are just roughly 5.5% better than the worst second language, lt. Moreover, it is not evident, on first view, that performance results depend on language similarity in this case. Table 1 : Correlation coefficients δ = δ p,ℓ in % on MTurk-287 for BBA and CCA methods, respectively, for various second languages ℓ. Second languages ordered by semantic similarity to p = English, as determined by Eq. (1); see §4.2 for specifics.
To quantify this, we systematically compute correlation coefficients τ between the correlation coefficients δ = δ p,ℓ and the language distance values D(p, ℓ) from Eq. (1) (see §4.2 for specifics on D(p, ℓ)). Table 2 shows that, indeed, monolingual semantic evaluation performance is consistently positively correlated with (semantic) language similarity for BBA. In contrast, for CCA, correlation is positive in eight cases and negative in six cases; moreover, coefficients are significant in only two cases. Overall, there is a strongly positive average correlation for BBA (75.75%) and a (very) weakly positive one for CCA (10.04%). Table 2 : Correlation τ , in %, between language similarity and monolingual semantic evaluation performance. For example, on WS353 in the Big10 setup, the more a language, say ℓ = French, is (semantically) similar to p = English, the more is it likely that correlations δ p,ℓ are large, when word pair similarity of p = English words is measured from embedding vectors that have been projected in a joint French-English semantic embedding space. More precisely, the exact correlation values are 93.33% and 58.33%, respectively, depending on whether vectors have been projected via BBA or CCA. '***' means significant at the 0.1% level; '**' at the 1% level, '*' at the 5% level, ' †' at the 10% level.
Geo WALS Sem Geo 5%/45%** 40%***/65%*** WALS 23%**/62%*** Sem Table 3 : Correlation between dist. matrices, Mantel test, All21/Big10.
Language classification (Q2)
Finally, we perform language classification on the graphs G (p) ℓ as indicated in §2. Since we use two different methods for inducing bilingual word embeddings, we obtain two distance matrices. 6 Figure 3 below shows a two-dimensional representation of all 21 languages obtained from averaging the BBA and CCA distance matrices in the All21 setup, together with a k-means cluster assignment for k = 6. We note a grouping together of es, pt, fr, en, it; nl, da, de, sv; fi, et; ro, bg, el; hu, pl, cs, sk, sl; and lt, lv. In particular, {es, pt, fr, it, en} appear to form a homogeneous group with, consequently, similar semantic associations, as captured by word embeddings. Observing that fi is relatively similar to sv, which is at odds with genealogical/structural language classifications, we test another question, namely, whether the resulting semantic distance matrix is more similar to a distance matrix based on genealogical/structural relationships or to a distance matrix based on geographic relations. To this end, we determine the degree of structural similarity between two languages as the number of agreeing features (a feature is, e.g., Number of Cases) in the WALS 7 database of structural properties of languages divided by the number of total features available for the language pair (Cysouw, 2013a) . For geographic distance, we use the dataset from Mayer and Zignago (2011) which lists distances between countries. We make the simplifying as- sumption that, e.g., language it and country Italy agree, i.e., it is spoken in Italy (exclusively). Table 3 shows that geographic distance correlates better with our semantic distance calculation than does WALS structural similarity under the Mantel test measure. This may hint at an interesting result: since semantics is changing fast, it may be more directly influenced by contact phenomena than by genealogical processes that operate on a much slower time-scale.
Note that our results are in accordance with the assumption that the probability of borrowing and geographical distance are inversely correlated (Cysouw, 2013b) . In our case, this may relate to semantic loans (adopting the semantic neighborhoods of loaned words within the target language) rather than to structural or grammatical borrowings. That is, geographically related languages exhibit a higher probability to borrow words from each other together with the same range of semantic associations. At least, this hypothesis is not falsified by our experiment.
Discussion
Our initial expectation was that 'distant' second languages ℓ -in terms of language similarity -would greatly deteriorate monolingual semantic evaluations in a target language p, as we believed they would invoke 'unusual' semantic associations from the perspective of p. Such a finding would have been a word of caution regarding with which language to embed a target language p in a joint semantic space, if this happens for the sake of improving monolingual semantic similarity in p. We were surprised to find that only BBA was sensitive to language similarity in our experiments in this respect, whereas CCA seems quite robust against choice of second language. An explanation for this finding may be the different manners in which both methods induce joint embedding spaces: While CCA takes independently constructed vector spaces of two languages, BBA jointly optimizes mono-and bilingual constraints and may thus be more sensitive to the interplay, and relation, between both languages. Another plausible explanation is that CCA uses only 1-best alignments for projecting two languages in a joint semantic space. Thus, it may be less sensitive to varying polysemous associations across different languages (cf. our vir example in Section 1), and hence less adequate for capturing cross-lingual polysemy. 8 In terms of language similarity, we mention that our approach is formally similar to approaches as in (Eger et al., 2015; Asgari and Mofrad, 2016) and others. Namely, we construct graphs, one for each language, and compare them to determine language distance. Compared to Eger et al. (2015) , our approach differs in that they use translations in a second language ℓ to measure similarity between pivot language p words. This idea also underlies very well-known lexical semantic resources such as the paraphrase database (PPDB) (Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005; Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) ; see also Eger and Sejane (2010) . In contrast, we directly use bilingual embeddings for this similarity measurement by jointly embedding p and ℓ, which are arguably best suited for this task. Our approach also differs from Eger et al. (2015) in that we do not apply a random-surfer process to our semantic graphs. We finally note that the linguistic problem of (semantic) language classification, as we consider, involves some vagueness as there is de facto no gold standard that we can compare to. Reasonably, however, languages should be semantically similar to a degree that reflects structural, genealogical, and contact relationships. One approach may then be to disentangle or, as we pursued here, (relatively) weigh each of these effects.
From an application perspective, our approach allows for enriching (automatically generated) lexica. This relates, for example, to the generation of sentiment lexica listing prior polarities for selected lexemes (Sonntag and Stede, 2015) . Since the acquisition of such specialized information (e.g., by annotation) is cost-intensive, approaches are needed that allow for automatically generating or extending such resources especially in the case of historical languages (e.g., Latin). Here our idea is to start from pairs of semantically (most) similar languages in order to induce polarity cues for words in the target language as a function of their distances to selected seed words in the pivot language, for which polarities are already known. By averaging over groups of semantically related pivot languages, for which sentiment lexica already exist, the priority listings for the desired target language may stabilize. Obviously, this procedure can be applied to whatever lexical information to be annotated automatically (e.g., grammatical or semantic categories like agency, animacy etc. as needed, for example, for semantic role labeling (Palmer et al., 2010) ).
A second application scenario relates to measuring (dis-)similarities of translations and their source texts (Baker, 1993) : starting from our model of bilingual semantic spaces, we may ask, for example, whether words for which several alternatives exist within the target language tend to be translated by candidates that retain most of their associations within the source language -possibly in contradiction to frequency effects. Such a finding would be in line with Toury's notion of interference (Toury, 1995) according to which translations reflect characteristics of the source language -the latter leaves, so to speak, fingerprints within the former. Such a finding would bridge between the notion of interference in translation studies and distributional semantics based on deep learning.
Related work
Besides the mono-and multilingual word vector representation research that forms the basis of our work and which has already been referred to, we mention the following three related approaches to language classification. Koehn (2005) compares down-stream task performance in SMT to language family relationship, finding positive correlation. Cooper (2008) measures semantic language distance via bilingual dictionaries, finding that French appears to be semantically closer to Basque than to German, supporting our arguments on contact as co-determining semantic language similarity. Bamman et al. (2014) and Kulkarni et al. (2015b) study semantic distance between dialects of English by comparing region specific word embeddings.
Studying geographic variation of (different) languages is also closely related to studying temporal variation within one and the same language (Kulkarni et al., 2015a) , with one crucial difference being the need to find a common representation in the former case. Word embeddings -in particular, monolingual ones -can also be used to address the latter scenario (Eger and Mehler, 2016; Hamilton et al., 2016) .
In terms of classifying languages, the work that is closest to ours is that of Asgari and Mofrad (2016) . A key difference between their approach and ours is that, in order to achieve a common representation between languages, they translate words. This has the disadvantage that translation pairs need to be known, which typically requires large amounts of parallel text. In contrast, bilingual word embeddings, which form the basis of our experiments, can be generated from as few as ten translation pairs, as demonstrated in Zhang et al. (2016) .
There is by now a long-standing tradition that compares languages via analysis of complex networks that encode their words and the (semantic) relationships between them (Cancho and Solé, 2001; Gao et al., 2014) . These studies often only look at very abstract statistics of networks such as average path lengths and clustering coefficients, rather than analyzing them on a level of content of their nodes and edges. In addition, they often substitute co-occurrence as a proxy for semantic similarity. However, as Asgari and Mofrad (2016) point out, co-occurrence is a naive estimate of similarity; e.g., synonyms rarely co-occur.
Conclusion
Using English, German and Italian as pivot languages, we show that the choice of the second language may significantly matter when the resulting space is used for monolingual semantic evaluation tasks. More specifically, we show that the goodness of this choice is influenced by genealogical similarity and by (geographical) language contact. This finding may be important for the question which languages to integrate in multilingual embedding spaces (Huang et al., 2015) . Moreover, we show that semantic language similarity -estimated on the basis of bilingual embedding spaces as suggested in this work -may be better predicted by contact than by genealogical relatedness. The validation of this hypothesis by means of bigger data sets will be the object of future work.
